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Think outside the bag 
 

We live and work in regional Victoria, in a community we choose to live in because we appreciate 
the value of our regional lifestyle. 
 
Both residents and visitors expect our community to be properly maintained and cared for, 
reflecting the regional environment in which we live. The image of a thriving region that is proud of 
its communities, environment and recreational attractions is what attracts visitors to the region. 
 
So, why go plastic bag free? Because nobody wants to live in or visit a community littered with 
plastic bags, or a region which generates large amounts of plastic waste, impacting on the cultural 
and natural heritage that is appreciated by residents and visitors alike. 
 
As other towns, states, and countries around the world become plastic bag free, more and more 
the residents and visitors to our region will expect higher environmental standards and less plastic 
waste.    
 
We can all help to keep our region plastic free by being part of making it a “plastic bag free” 
community. 
 

Plastic Free July is a great way to start that journey. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
La Vergne Lehmann 
Acting Executive Officer 
Grampians Central West Waste & Resource Recovery Group  
Em: lavergne.lehmann@gcwwrrg.vic.gov.au 
Ph: 0409 874 805 
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1. What does it mean to go plastic-bag-free? 
Going plastic bag free means that you stop using plastic shopping bags in your business. 
 
For that, you can follow these simple steps: 

• Replace your plastic bag for reusable bags. You may still want to offer a disposable bag 
option, for example a paper bag or if you need a waterproof option – a cornstarch bag (see bag 
options for more details). 

• Encourage customers to bring your reusable bag or their own bag (BYOB). 
 
 
2. What’s in it for me? The benefits of being bag-free 
By choosing to go plastic-bag-free you can: 
 
• Make your business stand out, by adding an element of distinction to your products with 

the reusable or paper bag. 

• Make the most of an excellent marketing opportunity by promoting being ‘Proudly 
plastic bag free’ on your website and other promotional materials, showing that you are part of 
the global trend away from plastic bags. 

• Embrace the opportunity for positive media coverage of your business in articles and 
interviews about the project, demonstrating your commitment to protecting the local 
environment and supporting community initiatives. 

• Reduce your operating costs by reducing your customers’ use of disposable bags (and in 
some cases reducing your waste disposable costs by reusing boxes that would otherwise be 
thrown away). 

 
 
3. Yes, going plastic-bag-free really works! 
You may be surprised at just how many of your customers understand and support your efforts.  
There is a lot of evidence to suggest that customers are becoming increasingly concerned about 
environmental issues like plastic bags and are willing to support change in the retail sector. 
 
 
4. OK, I’m in. How can I go plastic-free? 
Communication is the key to a smooth transition. Providing information to your customers will help 
them to understand why you’re going plastic bag free. If you can clearly explain why you are going 
without plastic bags, most customers will support your efforts. 
 
It is also important that your staff understand what you are doing so that they can help promote this 
change as well.  
 
See the following 6 steps to going plastic bag free. 
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6-steps to being ‘plastic-bag-free’ 

 
1. Place some signage near the counter for your customers explaining the change and 

reminding people to bring their own bags. 
 
2. Always ask each customer whether they need a bag before giving one. 
 
3. Provide a reusable bag for sale and encourage your customers to use them. 
 
4. Replace plastic bags with paper or corn starch bags. Having reused cardboard boxes 

easily available to your customers. 
 
5. Consider introducing a fee for the paper or cornstarch bags to encourage customers to 

bring their own bag or introducing an incentive for bringing their own bag or refusing a 
bag. 

 
6. Take the next step and look at replacing any other disposable plastic items that you 

use in your business. 
 

 
5. What are my bag options? 
 

Remember! Disposable bags cost your business money and 
you may be able to avoid or minimise their use. 

 
The best option is for customers to bring their own bag. 
 
Some businesses have decided not to offer disposable bags to their customers at all. Depending 
on your business type you may want to continue to offer a disposable bag option. There are many 
non-plastic bag options available and you should be able to find a non-plastic bag for any purpose. 
The most commonly used non-plastic bags are paper bags and corn starch bags. 
 
Paper bags 
The best option for paper bags is to buy 100% recycled paper bags. This 
means that not only are you avoiding impacts on the world’s forests, but 
you’re also supporting the recycling industry. 
 
These bags break down completely into natural elements and don’t linger 
in the marine environment causing damage to wildlife. However, 
producing paper bags still uses valuable resources and can result in 
deforestation. 
 
Plant starch or biodegradable ‘plastic’ bags 
If you sell products that require a water proof bag, one option is to use plant starch bags. Often 
made from corn starch, these bags look and feel similar to plastic, but unlike plastic bags they 
break down entirely into natural elements. These bags may still cause problems as litter in the 
environment so are best used as a last resort where necessary. 
 
Check this online supplier directory: 
http://www.noplasticbags.org.au/alternatives/supplierDirectory.aspx  

http://www.noplasticbags.org.au/alternatives/supplierDirectory.aspx
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6. What’s the matter with plastic bags? 
The average plastic bag is used for about 12 minutes but takes up to 1000 years to 
break down. 
 
In regional Victoria, we live close to many beautiful areas including state and national parks along 
with recreational areas such as lakes, creeks and rivers. It is especially important that we care for 
the plants, animals, waterways and landscapes that make our region special. Reducing plastic 
pollution in our oceans is one way that we can do this. 
 
Plastic bags cause injury or death to a range of animals when these animals eat or become 
entangled in the bags. While this is a significant issue in marine environments, there is still a 
significant impact in areas where we appreciate water birds and freshwater fish.  
 
Much of this growing volume of plastic waste is going to landfill. Each year, around 300 million 
tonnes of plastic is produced around the world - about half of this will be used just once then 
thrown away. 
 
 
7. It’s OK, we use “degradable” bags 
The ‘degradable’ plastic bags that are commonly used in supermarkets are still made from 
petrochemicals and are not necessarily any better for the environment. These bags have an 
additive that makes them break apart more quickly when ex-  posed to direct sunlight or heat. They 
do not biodegrade, but instead break apart     into smaller and smaller plastic pieces which 
accumulate in the environment. 
 
‘Biodegradable’ bags are not made of petrochemicals, but are instead made of plant starch, 
often corn. These bags biodegrade, meaning that they break down into natural elements like 
carbon and water. They can still pose a threat to marine life if they end up in the sea, but are 
a better option than regular plastic bags. 
 
 
8. It’s OK, we recycle our plastic bags! 
Yes, in the special plastic bag recycling bins that you see at some supermarkets. Only around 
3% of plastic bags used in Australia are actually taken to these bins for recycling. From 
there these bags are transported to Melbourne for reprocessing or even overseas for processing, 
usually to China. They can be made into low grade plastic products. 
 
Recycling your plastic bags is better than putting them in the bin, but beware: the process is not as 
environmentally friendly as you might think — it involves a lot of energy, emissions, heat, and 
chemicals, and the end product is always of poorer quality than the original material.  
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9. Boomerang Bags 
Boomerang Bags is an initiative aimed at reducing the use of plastic bags by engaging 
communities in making re-usable Boomerang Bags as a fun, sustainable alternative. Each 
Boomerang Bag is handmade by volunteers from the local community using donated, second-hand 
materials, keeping the initiative local and sustainable. Regular sewing sessions provide a platform 
to engage with different demographics of the community in a positive environmental action, raise 
awareness about current sustainability issues, as well as encouraging community connectedness 
and socialisation. Once made, Boomerang Bags are distributed locally. 
 
Local retail businesses can choose to participate by having Boomerang Bags available in their 
store and assisting with some sponsorship for the bag makers. You can find out more about 
Boomerang Bags at www.boomerangbags.org or check out their Facebook page. 
 
 

 
 

http://www.boomerangbags.org/

